
How will we fix our broken

institutions?

Finding a better way by seeing our world

differently



Our Crisis - Our Worldview

History tells us that societies that cannot

change their worldview when confronted

with the point of diminishing returns often

fail.

On Easter Island the last statue carved was

the largest. Carved in the vain hope that

somehow if they only did more to appease

the Gods that they would be saved.

Could this be our fate? Are we stuck in a

world view that could destroy us? Is there

an alternative?

Can we adopt it in time?



Health
Is More Money the Answer?

Do Drugs Really Keep us Healthy?

Would better access to Healthcare make us more healthy?

In 2001 spending on prescription

drugs in the US rose by 18.8% to

$131.9 billion.

Health in the US was reported to

be substantially worse than for the

UK and Canada.

Cuba has an equivalent life

expectancy



Education
Is More Money the Answer?

Investments in reading support in schools have had no impact

50% of high school graduates can read at only level 2 at best

Is the answer more resources?



Global Warming
Why No Progress?

Why is it now that most people are

experiencing the effects of disruptions in

our weather system, that we still are not

making measurable headway in adjusting

how we live?

How much time have we? Is it too late?

What is the block in the environmental

movement?



Energy

Our economy depends on cheap oil.

Cheap in price

Cheap to find

Politically cheap to control

Environmentally cheap

The era of cheap oil is over - but what

are we doing about it?

What happens to a global food system?

Suburban living and heating?

Global Trade?



War on Terror
Will Increasing the Pentagon's Budget Help?

Guerilla war is the war of the broad masses of

an economically backward country standing

up against a powerfully equipped and well

trained army of aggression … to exhaust

the enemy forces little by little by small

victories and, at the same time, to maintain

and increase our forces.
General Vo Nguyen Giap

People’s War, People’s Army

In every conflict between conventional forces and guerillas, except one in Malaya, since

1945. The conventional forces have lost.

Why would what we are doing in Iraq be any different?



Decline in Corporate Trust

Why is it that so many leaders of  major corporations have

defaulted into crime?

Why is it that so many of the old giants of our corporate

world seem stuck

Why is the gap between executive and staff pay widening

so fast when the results are not seen in the stock market?

These are substantial and connected trends - what do they mean?



Decline in Trust In Government
Personal, Party or Structural?

Many Americans have discovered that

they cannot rely on government to aid

in them when they need it most.

Many Americans cannot understand

how Pork gets in the way of real

priorities

Many Americans are increasingly

concerned about their privacy

Will any election for anyone, restore the decline in trust government? Why is voter

participation in such decline? Is this a structural or a personal problem



What’s Wrong?

Our world used to work.

As we invested in

healthcare, education,

policing, our military, in oil,

in taxes we saw

improvements in our lives.

Our great corporations

improved the lives of

workers and customers

But now??????



The Limit of the Machine Model
We have reached the point of diminishing returns

Organizations based on machine principles cannot cope with the complexity of modern

life. They have breached the point of diminishing returns.

However they hold the mindset of most people

The only way forward is to work deliberately to establish a new way of seeing our world

and our predicament



Why Don’t Institutions Work Any More?

Complexity & Exponential Rate of Change*

Traditional organizations will

1. Not be able to understand and

cope with the change, threat &

opportunity driven by the

change in technology

2. Not be able to respond to the

challenge presented by those

organizations that can cope

with the change

Only organizations that can

access the full distributed

intelligence of their workforce,

their suppliers and customers

will be able to cope

Source: Ray Kurzweill



A New Model Emerges

A new model, based on natural principles is

emerging as the old model begins to fail

There was not text book - the new model has

“Emerged” in business.

As Ford set the Machine rules in 1905 that now

apply to all institutions, including health,

education, energy etc - so the new rules will

sweep the Ford model away in all sectors of

endeavor.



Case Study - eBay

This slide shows the growth of the eBay Ecology and how the parts

reinforce the “Whole”.

eBay’s implicit model is to create a “World” where people spend more

and more of their time. It is not about a cool site but a world. As the

World gets larger and more complex and as the new components solve

issues of trust and safety and convenience, more people come in and

spend ,more time. eBay taxes the “Whole. The organization therefore

grows in alignment with the health of the community.

There are no suppliers or customer inside the eBay world. There are only

“Members” who do both. They also do the logistics, they do the

marketing, they do the training. They supply most of the capital required

to operate the enterprise.  Most of the capital is supplied by the members

All the friction, the information inertia  and hence indirect costs of

machine organizations is eliminated

This model creates a breakthrough in ROI, in pace & momentum and

lower development risk.

What do the members really get out of their deal with eBay? They get

the most important need of all men and women - they become FREE!

They no longer need to live as serfs inside the machine world.



Case Study - Google
Google uses the same model - They have created an ever

expanding ecology where we spend more and more time. Each

new element, attracts us deeper and broader.

It started with Search where my info was connected to yours.

Gmail digs deeper. Add Chat and then Calendar plus photos,

Blogger, then Writely and maps and you have most of my day

inside the Google world. Google are capturing the Intellectual &

Social Capital of the world. They learn more accurately every

day from a systems perspective what we are all doing and so can

offer advertisers a closer fit.

But if Google loses our trust, the China issue, then I may leave

its world.

Trust is a key element of the new ecology. eBay does not

control the transactions or the trustworthiness of its members. It

sets up an ecology to drive behavior to more trust.

Trust is the currency of the new model. Trust drives the system

and hence its economics. Trust is designed into the ecology and

is not controlled by rules.

Here is Rob’s Gmail Page - note my Chat buddies,

the Calendar reminder, the Google Task bar with

Search. I spend hours every day in this world - how

much time do you spend? How much time does a

keen eBay member spend in the eBay world?



Case Study - Gaming “Metaverses”

Games like Second Life, Warcraft and the Sims - are based on

worlds that are created by their users

Many spend much of their waking worlds in the new “Metaverses”.

Their underlying design is ecological - the game designed creates a

social ecology and the participants build a world inside that.

Tribes, called “Guilds” form naturally

They are driving real economies.

Over time they will change how we see Entertainment from

something that is done to us to something that we co-create



Case Study - Starbucks

Starbucks do not sell Coffee. They offer us an

experience.

Outlets are designed as an ecology, or a small world, to

recreate the idea of the “Third Place” where people can

hang out. The coffee is designed to be a reward or a treat

that we give ourselves.

Baristas are part of an active intelligence system that

senses trends in the market and, like honey bees,

send this information back to “the hive” to be acted

upon



Case Study - Southwest

Southwest pays at the top of the scale but has the lowest fares.

While it offers few “services” it offers the best human service.

How does it do this?

While having a uniform fleet, the real key has been its culture

of cooperation.

This is how Southwest can turn around so fast and utilize its

fleet better than any competitor.

This is how Southwest offers such a human experience to its

customers

Kelleher has created a unique social ecology, a more human

social employee world,  as his competitive edge.



Emergence in Non Business Sectors
All who share Ecological/Cultural  Perspectives

• Warfare as Culture - Martin van Creveld, General Zinnie and the heirs of Col John Boyd

• Environment as a System - The Natural Step (Karl Hendrik Robert and Paul Hawken)  and others such as Amos Eno

• Natural Capitalism - Paul Hawken

• Health as a social issue - Sir Michael Marmot, Fraser Mustard and Robert Putnam

• Children’s development and health - Doug Wilms

• Natural Organizational Numbers - Robin Dunbar

• Architecture as a Natural System driving behavior - Christopher Alexander

• Open Source Software as a Natural System - Christopher Alexander

• New Media as a Social Convener - Dana Rehm at NPR and Jon McTaggart at MPR

This is a short list of a much larger universe of leaders, researchers and thinkers who

have independently discovered the same set of natural rules that drive radically better

outcomes for radically lower costs

Their common view? The social/cultural environment drives behavior and outcomes

Most have been marginalized by their sectors. Few know of each other’s work



Why our Institutions don’t’ Work Anymore
Machines can only cope with a deterministic world

In the machine world - everything is externalized and acted upon directly.

The Institution acts for itself and in the long run against the interests of all

stakeholders. It creates margin by applying scale to reduce choice and

room for all stakeholders - this includes of course the planet. The mission

of the leaders - serve the institution’s needs by getting larger and

controlling ever more tightly. Apply ever more force.

Suppliers Customers

Staff

Shareholders

In the natural world - everything lives inside an ever-expanding

environment, or ecology. The development of everything inside the

ecology, depends on the health of the environment. If  the

environment meets the basic rules for how nature determines health,

everything develops to its optimum. Children, tomatoes, small

businesses, people’s health, civic society - all DEVELOP.  The

mission of the leaders - serve the communities needs by creating an

ever safer and more healthy environment as defined by nature. Apply

ever more care.

Only natural systems can easily cope with complexity



Many to Many

With the advent of the written word, our “Natural” human communication process -

participative conversation - was largely stifled. The “One to Many” process grew in

power. The modern mass media is its pinnacle.

The web and the advent of Social Software is taking us home to a “Participative” world.

The One to Many compels obedience and hence Depression . The Many to Many drives

Self Expression and hence Development.

This is the biggest shift in world view since the dawn of agriculture and writing ended

tribal life. Its adoption offers us a chance to realign humanity with the rest of the planet

and to offer a real chance of finding the Jeffersonian ideal of Happiness



Why Don’t Institutions Work Anymore

There is a Shift in Social Culture

This chart show us that we stand not an an

evolutionary point in culture but at a

revolutionary point.

Traditional workplaces occupy the Surviving

(Phase I) and the Belonging (Phase II) cultures.

There is a smooth evolution between Phase I and

II. Phase I and II because both cultures are rooted

in the Individual set in the context of the Group

and the Local. (Tribal & National)

Many adults, especially women, are now located

in Phase III, the Self-Initiating Phase. Most well

educated young people of both genders are firmly

located in Phase III. Phase III and IV cultures are

rooted in the Individual in the context of the self

and the universe.

These world views, oppose each other. It is this

gap between the values of Phase II, which drives

traditional organizations, and the Values of Phase

III which embody many women and educated

young people that are at the root of our

organizational challenge.

Source: Dr Brian Hall Founder of Values Technology

The divide is between cultures that are based on belonging

and local and those that are based on self and global. Those

comfortable in one will be very uncomfortable in the other

The type of manager is

very different in the

transition culture



The Reformation - Breaking Through

If we look at history from a paradigm

perspective, we can see that we are

entering into a threshold period.

We will either adapt to a world based

on networks and nature or we will

perish.

What this slide does not show us, is that

development is accelerating- so time is

shorter than we think. It is likely that we

will make the shift - but can we in time?

Babylon, Rome, the Mayans, Easter Island

History is full of stories of Civilizations that could not cope

Will we be one of these?



Why Don’t Institutions Work Anymore

Their Focus on Self Interest has Caused a Loss of Trust

We used to put our trust in the major institutions of our world.

We trusted business leaders to look after the customer and their staff and their

shareholders; we trusted that access to healthcare and to more medicine would

make us well, we trusted that investments in policing would keep us safe; we

trusted that more investment in our schools would educate our children; we trusted

that a commitment to our church would redeem us and we trusted that our political

leaders would put the interests of the nation first.

Instead, they focus on the interests of the institution itself

Why have they done this?

We think that this is a fear response - not being able to cope, they are

in flight or fight mode.

The #1 priority is the preservation of the institution itself



The Transition in Mindset

Everything is mechanical and subject to machine principles. In

particular, everything can be directly manipulated by force.

Machines amplify this force. Everything is a component.

Everything has to be controlled so that it is predictable and fits.

People are machines.

Everything is part of nature and subject to nature’s laws. Nature's

laws are real and precise. They have deep mathematical foundations

and drive order. Everything in nature is energetic and affects

everything. Nature does not control detail but sets up containers,

called ecologies, in which ordered trajectories unfold



Why?
Wright (2004) in his Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 2004 Massey Lecture presents
a clear outline of the scale of the challenge we face:

“Yet despite the wreckage of past civilizations littering the earth, the overall experiment
of civilization has continued to spread and grow.  The numbers (insofar as they can be
estimated) break down as follows: a world population of about 200 million at Rome!s
height, in the second century A.D.; about 400 million by 1500, when Europe reached
the Americas; one billion people by 1825, at the start of the Coal Age; 2 billion by 1925,

when the Oil Age gets under way; and 6 billion by the year 2000.  Even more startling
than the growth is the acceleration.  Adding 200 million after Rome took thirteen
centuries; adding the last 200 million took only three years” (Wright, 2004, page 109)...

“We have the tools and the means to share resources, clean up pollution, dispense

basic health care and birth control, set economic limits in line with natural ones.

If we don!t do these things now, while we prosper, we will never be able to do them
when times get hard.  Our fate will twist out of our hands.  And this new century will not
grow very old before we enter an age of chaos and collapse that will dwarf all the dark

ages in our past” (Wright, 2004, page 132).


